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Butrin National Park Trip
Our students first field trip this
year was a success! After a long
bus ride to Sirande the students
were happy to visit the Sarande
Castle where they explored and
ate dinner with a breathtaking
view of the sea. Following our
meal, the students explored the
seaside of Sarande, walked the
beachfront, and even played a
little on the beach before heading to Butrin for the night.

The following day
was busy as after
breakfast the students spent several
hours exploring and
learning about Butrin
Castle, which is Albania’s most visited
tourist destination
and an UNESCO
World Heritage site.
They wandered the
ruins of the amphitheater and the Lion’s gate
while learning a bit about the
previous Greek, Roman, evangelical, and Ottoman rule of the
area. Following that we stopped
briefly at the amazing Blue Eye
of Albania which truly is one of
Albania’s hidden gems.
Finally, the students had
lunch in Gjirokastër just below
the castle and overlooking the
city before returning to Tirana.
It was a great trip and AIS appreciates your support in introducing some of Albania’s histori-

Halloween Movie Night at AIS !!!
Student Fire Drill

This year AIS had a more subdued Halloween celebration so
the students could better prepare for the upcoming Albanian
Day Show! Regardless, the students had a great time throughout the day in their various
classes and activities and some
chose to stay after school for a
“Movie Night”. The students
were divided into groups where

each group watched a different
movie and ate snacks. They
really enjoyed themselves and
we want to say thank you to the
teachers who stayed late to
allow this to happen!

cal sites and natural wonders to
the students.
Luckily, our 7th grader Ms.
Antonia celebrated her birthday
on the trip and was treated to a
surprise celebration with a delicious cake prepared by our own
Chef, Mrs. Vera!
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Preschool I with Ms. Barbara
This month was a month of forward progress!
During the first two or three weeks in September we were getting to know each other, learning to play together peacefully, understanding
each other’s likes and dislikes, getting accustomed to our time tables, giving the children
time to make friends, learning our little rules in
the classroom and outside in the playground
areas.
- Group Play Time either coloring/painting a
picture, playing with play dough, trains, little
kitchen, blocks, looking at books, putting together simple puzzles, playing with their friends
with the doll houses, peg boards, fishing games,
learning to cut and glue, and sort colored
beads, etc.

“We also
celebrated
several
birthdays this
month: Darius,
Aidan and
Gjoni. They all
are three years
old now-Gezuar 100!!”

9:45 to 10:15-Free Play & Education Time.
One child at a time goes to Ms. Barbara’s
"Special Table" to practice fine motor skills such
as writing the alphabet, numerals, tracing, learning to color inside the lines, and learning to
speak simple English etc.
10:20 or so- Play time outside at either our
patio with bouncy toys & the play house or at
the playground or sports field.
10:45- Circle Time! This time period is very
important! The children have this time period in
English each day. During the first month the
children are getting accustomed to hearing and
speaking English during Circle Time. Circle
Time consists of: Good Morning! Learning to
greet each other for the day.
Social Responsibility Posters- learn to recite the
words on the posters and we also talk about
them.
Numbers & Counting- September to December
-Numbers 1 to 10. Count the numbers on the
big white door posters. Find objects for whatever number card I hold up.
Our Names- we learn to read our names and
our friend’s names.
Shape Cards- learn the names of basic shapes:
circle, square, rectangle, oval, diamond, star,
heart, triangle. We look for shapes around the
room.
Color Recognition- red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, purple, black, white, brown, gray, pink.
We look around the room to recognize and
find the colors on the flashcards. We talk about
the color of clothes and things.

Alphabet Recognition Cards and corresponding
pictures. Learning the names of the alphabet and
talk about the pictures on the cards in English.
Sing the ABC Song.
What Day Is it? Learning the names of the week,
month of the year and any celebrations or birthdays are talked about.
We also celebrated several birthdays this month:
Darius, Aidan and Gjoni. They all are three years
old now--Gezuar 100!!
This week we will be celebrating Halloween
with fun, games, a costume parade, and yummy
snacks!
Cheers!
Ms Barbara & Ms Ema
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Preschool II with Mr. Mark
Dear Preschool Families,
We have had another great month of school
together. We really enjoy the time spent in
the classroom learning together. Below you
will find some of the highlights of our work
and a summary of the topics we covered.
Handwriting - We have started our strong
emphasis on forming letters in a proper
manner. We are following a developmental
sequence that teaches key concepts when
beginning to write. We will send home
copies and pictures of your child’s work so
you can follow along too. Several things I
hope you will frequently from your child are:
- “Begin you letters at the top”
- “Big line, little line, big curve, little curve”
- “This letter makes the sound…”
- “This letter belongs in my name!”
Patterns - learning to recognize patterns is
an important developmental concept. We
both looked for patterns in the classroom
and patterns in nature. Our calendar for the
month followed this sequence: pumpkin,
ghost, witch, pumpkin, ghost, witch… Students created their own and we read them
together.
Birthday - October was full of fun birthdays! We make it a special event, and if
entertainers are planned by the family, we
just ask that you speak to the office and
schedule a time on Friday to celebrate.
Halloween - We did a good number of
activities with the theme of halloween. We
worked on vocabulary that was heard commonly - and created a bingo game that was
popular to play. We used fruit loops to
keep track of the pictures we named and
when a row of 5 was built, we would shout
“BINGO”
Music - Right after Lunch - we have a 30
minute music time together. We often
dance and sing together familiar songs.

Here is a list of some of the favorites:
Dance
Monster Moves
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GxKb_VHCYdc
Get your Body Moving
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=fpD9kRyBn8o

Music
Jelly Fish Jones
https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3wwXnV7ugok
My Flea has Dogs
https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Z4YX0H7crTI

 Kindergarten Class
October 2017

English: We finished Domain Three and learned about stories,
folktales, and what is real and pretend.  We are beginning Domain
Four and the theme is plants.  In our skills strand unit, we are
taking our knowledge of sound blending and using it to learn our
sight words!

Science: We learned A LOT about Animals, and we continue to
study what the life cycle means.  We are using our reading theme
of plants to pair with our next science unit.  We are really excited
to learn how plants grow!

Math: We hit a BIG milestone this month and we can count to
100! We worked very hard together and we are excited to build our

teamwork skills. We a
 re continuing t
 o practice learning our shapes,
and we are learning d
 irections and p ositions.
Geography: When we have free time, we continue to
learn about the Earth we live on, and all about the
oceans and the continents. One of our new favorite
activities is to draw about a vacation or trip we
have taken with our families to another city, or even
to another country!  We draw pictures of the
beginning of our trip, the middle, and the end. This
helps us in ELA class understand our story sequences; it is so cool!
BIRTHDAYS!

We recently had a birthday party for our
September and October birthdays: Neva,
Mikhail, Stepan, Voli, and even Miss Amy! We
had so much fun with balloons, noisemakers,
and eating chips and cupcakes. We practice
learning our days of the week, months of
the year, seasons, and holidays everyday.  So,
having our first celebration was wonderful.

*Thank you to all the parents who were so kind and generous to
me for my birthday.  I sincerely enjoy being with your children
every day, and have found a comfort and joy in
teaching them, that I can not describe. I am
honored to be among such kind and free little
spirits every weekday, and spending that time
with them is the best gift of all!

The school has a LOT of o ur pictures on t
 heir
facebook and instagram p ages.  Here is a few
more below!

1ST GRADE

OCTOBER 2017

NEWSLETTER

Dear Parents,
This month was very good. We learned so many things and most importantly,
we learned lots of things about each other. We are a very close classroom
family.
In English, we have read several stories and the children
has really enjoyed them. Some of our favorite stories
that we read are: The boy who cried wolf, The fox and
the grapes, The little half chick, and many more. We
also worked in our workbooks, learning about “tricky
words” and reading the stories and answering questions
from our Snap Shot Book, “Beth” and “Nat”.
In Math, we learned about
patterns, story problems, reviewing
left and right, top and bottom, we
are learning more in our addition
problems.
In Science, this month we took our first End of the
Chapter Test and the class did fairly well. We learned
about different types of Engineers and what they do, we
learned about the design process (the children was

excited about this) and we learned how to solve a problem.
And finally, we had our “Halloween Movie Night”. The children came dressed
to impress us with their scariest costumes. The parents were amazing,
bringing in all those yummy treats. Hands Down! I have the best parents in
the world!
French Class with Ms. Mathilde
First grade class has done a lot this month In French.
We carried on working on “La chenille qui fait des
trous”, with colors, fruits and numbers. The children can
count and say the numbers up to 10. They also studied
the main fruits of the story and learned the song
“J’aime les fruits”, which they can perform quite well
now. They can say which fruit they like and do not like.
They studied the colors, can say them as well as say
what is their favorite color. Finally, as Halloween is
coming up, they were introduced to the main characters
of this celebration.
HERE ARE A FEW PICTURES OF OUR HALLOWEEN
DOOR AND COSTUMES

Thank you, Parents for being so supportive in our classroom and thank
you for all of the hard work that you contribute to us.
I love you,

Ms. Towanna

Happy Halloween!

October was a great month for our

second grade superstars. All of them
are working hard, and doing the best
they can, to learn and achieve great
results.
They couldn’t wait for Halloween,
and have been so excited since the
beginning of October. We made some
Halloween crafts and had fun
decorating our class. It took us a
while to decide how to carve our
pumpkin, but at last we agreed. The
sweet treats and the movie during
Halloween day were our favorites.
In Math we reached lesson 35. The
second graders will demonstrate their
fact power abilities by using Fact
Triangles to identify a “fact family.”
We will continue learning how to
identify coins and their values, how
to add mixed coins, and how to solve
story problems involving money. We
learned how to create and read a bar
graph, use tally marks, count by 10’s,
5’s, identify horizontal, vertical and
oblique lines, divide a whole into 1/2,
1/4, 1/8 and compare them. We will
learn how to write a unit fraction
using fraction notations, and add
facts with a sum of 20.

In CKLA Skills Strand we are at the end of unit
2. Reading comprehension, grammar and
writing, have been part of our daily routine
during this month. The kids enjoy the stories
from the reader, and we’ve been writing and
editing drafts as a class. In this unit we learned
basic code spellings for /ae , /ie/, /oe/, /ue/,/or/
and /ar/. Quotation marks were introduced as a
new type of punctuation. We have also been
working on writing and editing a narrative,
which was challenging for the second graders.
Tricky words of the month have been: you,
your, street, my, by, have, no, go, so, are, were
and some. We had and will continue to have
weekly spelling tests.

In CKLA Listening and Learning we finished
Domain 2, “Early Asian Civilization”. The kids
loved to listen the read aloud, and by now
they should remember some interesting facts
about Hinduism and Buddhism, their beliefs
and holidays. We talked about the Silk Road,
the Great Wall of China, contributions and
inventions of Ancient China, Chinese New
Year etc.. Buddha’s and Confucius’ life stories
were their favorites.

2nd Grade Newsletter
Mrs.Juli

French This month, second graders studied

Science

In science we’re in unit 2 ,
Technology and Our World. We
learned the steps of the Design
Process and tried to solve a problem
by ourselves.
It was exciting to learn how helpful
technology is for us, but at the same
time we have to be aware that
technology can be harmful to our
environment.

Unit 2 in Jojo 2 about introducing themselves
in French. They can use the appropriate word
to say “hello” depending on the time of the
day and the person they are talking to. They
can spell the mains words used for greetings
in French. They also started working on Unit
3 about school supplies. They can talk about
what they have in their pencil case and
schoolbag, as well as use the appropriate
article “un/une”. They finished the month on
Halloween day with the story of “Pélagie la
sorcière”.

Keep up the good work superstars!
Please make sure your child does her/his
homework every night. It is very important
to help your child establish a quiet and
consistent homework routine. It will help
them to develop their organization,
academic skills and the ability to complete
tasks on their own.

Third Grade Ms. Jackie
October has been a busy
month for 3rd grade. The
Students have been working
hard and are looking forward
to some fun on Halloween.
In Math, we have been
working on comparing and
ordering, rounding to the
nearest 10 and 100's and
story problems. We have also
been reviewing telling time ,
especially a quarter till and a quarter after, which can often be hard concept to grasp.
Our English Skills class wrapped up Alice in Wonderland with some reluctance as we
have had lots of fun with this story. We have just started classification of animals which
everyone is enjoying so far and in our listening Strand, we are also working on Animal
Classification which ties in together for both classes.
In Science, we have completed Engineering and although the students are still working
on their engineering project in groups which they
designed themselves, we have started Animal and
Plant life Cycles. The Students implemented the
multi-step process that includes planning, building ,
testing , improving , redesigning and communicating
results. We are incorporating Virtual Reality into our
learning process which the students enjoy.
Third graders spent the month of October working on
how to give the time in French. They can both listen
for the time and give it. They can use structures such
as “et quart, et demie, moins le quart”. They learned
and performed the nursery rhyme “Quelle heure estil?. They can describe their daily routine saying what
they do and at what time they do it. To finish the
month, we did some activities about Halloween with
the song “La chanson des squelettes”.

AIS 4th Grade October Update! Hooray for another month of awesome for Ms. Bohne’s 4th graders!
In English we are developing our “close reading” skills for the purpose of having a good- and
thoughtful- discussion with our classmates; we are also identifying and describing symbols (a
tough task at any age!).
In mathematics we are working with missing addends, and regrouping in addition and
subtraction with three-digit numbers. (Pictured: using recycled materials to make a visual for
positive and negative numbers and words)
In science students worked to create a model to scale of a classroom (pictured). We will be
exploring the engineering process and ‘designing solutions’ next.
In social studies students calculated the time difference between Albania and Minnesota and
are now teaching 4th graders in the US what they’ve been learning about on time zones and
physical maps (one of our letters pictured).
In French the fourth-grade students have worked during the October month with "the time" in
French, a lot of activities and exercises on the book and extra book have been done such as
listening, writing and talking activities. Then they have moved on learning the expressions and
verbs of the daily routine, ex: "je me réveille à sept heures..." - I wake up at seven a clock...”.
They have learned a short poem as well and played games for a better acquisition of the new
vocabulary and expressions. At the end of the unit they passed a Unit test. Afterwards they
were introduced to Unit 2 which is about the body parts. Through images and videos students
have learned the parts of the body.
Thanks for your energy and thorough work, 4th graders!

-Ms. Bohne

Fifth Grade
The month of October was busy for the 5th graders.
In math we learned how to work with all things
decimals. The students were masters at rounding
and estimating which can be some of the hardest
skills to conquer. In English we wrote two different
essays, the first on a person they admired and then
one on a personal success of their own. The 5th
graders are certainly talented. In science we are
learning about the human body and all the systems
that make our body work. We created models of
cells and labeled parts of each system. In social
studies we created a timeline of the migration of humans to the Americas and began to label North and
South America maps. Some of us went on the field trip to Saranda, to learn about Albanian history.
Here is a picture of Rai looking in one of the bunkers.
In French, fifth graders finished the third Unit about the physique and the character description of
person. They have learned colors, measures, so as well they have learned how to describe physically “he
is tall, blond..." - "il est grand, blond..." and character description "he is wise, sad..." - "il est sage,
triste...". Concluding the unit the students
discovered the zodiac signs that helped them
to enter more in the description f the
character. At the end of the unit they passed
Unit test. After they moved on to Unit 4 where
they started learning about jobs/professions
and the places of work ex: "un boulanger
travaille à la boulangerie"... - " a baker works in
a bread shop"... In the same time, they have
learned the feminine of the professions and
their formation rules. In addition, they have
seen videos and done extra exercises to help
with their language development...
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Seventh Grade

“the 7th Grade
has been hard

at work in
Science delving
into the
exciting world
of cell division”

For Math, seventh grade is
divided into two groups. General math has three students
while our advanced group hasseven students. We continued
this month with rational numbers, defining rational numbers,
and adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing rational
numbers. Our students performed very well on the chapter test and I am proud of their
work thus far. During chapter
three we studied expressions,
like and unlike terms, and solving equations using addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and
division. The inclusion of realworld problems in the text
helped to excite and motivate
our students.
In Social Studies, we completed our survey of the geography of Ancient China and a
few important early Chinese
dynasties. Now, we have just
begun to study early African
societies as well as the geographical influences on early
African civilization.
In French, seventh graders
worked on activities about the
house and the family, such as
writing an e-mail to describe
their family or apartment, but
also a to understand an advert

or to write an advert. In the
same time they have studied
different grammar points as the
imperative mode of some regular and irregular verbs but also
pronunciation of the sounds
[ɑɑ] and [a] through different activities on the book and
extra book. At the end of the
unit 7 they passed a unit test.
Afterwards they were introduced to Unit 8 which is about
location, direction, sports.
They worked on dialogs and
learned how to call the different monuments that and places
a city contains. Ex: "le métro" "the metro"..., they have
learned to ask about or explain
the address of someone.
During Science, the 7th Grade
has been hard at work in Science delving into the exciting
world of cell division, reproduction and heredity! We have
been working together as a
class to understand how living
things reproduce and pass on
their genetic information to
future generations. The students are contemplating how
these processes are vital to the
biological systems that cohabit
our world and gaining a better
understanding of how chromosomes, genes and DNA aid in
the production of new cells.

Finally, October was a busy
month for our 7th grade English class! During the last warm
days of the year, we ventured
through the towering trees
separating our school from the
splendor of our yard so as to
write an immersive descriptive
essay. With their words, the
students painted vivid pictures
of their favorite, daily retreat
from a day of studies. This
essay format encourages the
students to discover specific
adjectives that enable them to
more colorfully describe the
world around them. General
adjectives (e.g. big, small, good,
bad, etc.), informal words and
phrases, and your garden variety slang typically found in the
work of young writers, has
been weeded out to make
room for their imaginations to
blossom! This was by no means
only an exercise of the more
expressive side of language, but
also a challenge for students to
cultivate a precise vocabulary
that will empower them to
write compelling essays in an
array of formats.
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Eighth Grade
In English, we covered Who is
your favorite person? In October, the students chose a muse
whose portrait they would
draw in their first descriptive
essay. This essay format invites
students to refine their vocabulary, embracing writing as an
utterly different relationship to
language than the informal,
casual dialects we commonly
use when we speak with our
peers. As the first essay of the
year, the students concentrated
less on the content of their
essay, and more on its grammatical form. Now, having been
reacquainted with writing after
a summer likely spent without
a pen in hand, the students can
expect to be challenged to
apply these skills in a variety of
more demanding essay formats.
For Social Studies, the students finished their review of
the Enlightenment and did a
brief survey of the French
Indian (7 Years War) and the

American Revolution. All of
this leads into the French Revolution and hopefully, they will
better understand the connections between these events and
the Age of Revolutions.
Science for the 8th grade has
focused on a world full of particles that are constantly in motion! From boiling a pot of
water to turning on a flashlight
to the smell that a rotten tomato makes, we are learning
how physical and chemical
changes operate on a molecular
level. This month has tested
the students' ability to think
conceptually but also more
practically about the world
around them. With grade eight
this month in Math we worked
with graphing and writing linear
equations. We started with the
concept of slope, and then
graphed equations both in
slope intercept form and in
standard form. After learning
the weekly concept, we prac-

ticed real-world application of
what we studied. Our Eighth
grade general math class studied all types of transformations
like translation, reflection, rotation and dilation to help understand how can we transform a
figure in a coordinate plane.
Finally, during French Eighth
graders finished Unit 1 about
jobs with a test on the four
skills (speaking, writing, listening and reading). They moved
on to Unit 2 about food. They
are able to say what they can
buy and where. They can talk
about food that they like and
use adverbs of quantity as well
as the right “article partitif” (du, de la, de l’,des). They
watched and described different meals that people have
around the world. They gave
their opinion and talked about
their food habits. Finally, they
created and performed a
dialogue about going to the
market and buying food.

Ninth Grade
Advanced Math students
continued with Algebraic Reasoning. We studied the Algebraic properties of equality,
proving statements about segments, angles, and proving
geometric relationships. The
final week of October was used
learning parallel and perpendicular lines, proofs with parallel
lines, and proofs with perpendicular lines. Our general math
class studied how to write and
graph linear equations and we
also began working with inequalities. We practiced writing,
graphing, and solving inequalities using addition and subtraction.
In Science, The 9th graders
are rising to the challenge of a
demanding and complex biology curriculum. We are currently exploring the delicate workings of living cells in great detail. More than the just the
basic structure and function of
prokaryotic and eukaryotic

cells, the 9th graders are working
through the chemical reactions and
interactions that make life possible.
This year will continue to challenge
the 9th grader's minds to understand
the minutia of cellular processes
within the span of local and global
ecosystems.
In English, Narrative may commonly be thought of as only a form of
writing created by novelists and
filmmakers. However, narratives are
to be found throughout our world:
there are political narratives that bind
countries together, or tear them
apart; there are stories that journalists have to tell to captivate a reader’s attention; there are narratives
that help to explain the many events
in our lives and the lives of those
around us. October was a month
where the 9th grade students wrote
a narrative that at once implored
them to develop their vocabulary so
as to more aptly describe both sensory and emotive details of an important experience, while also practicing their storytelling abilities so
that they can be used throughout the

semester in many other
essay formats.
French Ninth graders
finished Unit 7 about the
body with a test on the
four skills (speaking, writing, listening and reading). Then,
they worked on Unit 8 in Vite 2
about clothes. They learned how
to describe clothes and accessories
using colors, materials…They can
give their opinion about an outfit
using different adjectives. In grammar, they worked on “les pronoms
relatifs qui/que” that they can use
to create more complex sentences. They also revised the past
tense and learned how to use this
tense in the negative form. Finally,
they created and performed a
dialogue about going to a shop to
buy clothes.
Finally, in Social Studies after
some delays we returned to types
of governments before tackling
economics, types of economies,
and economic sectors of an economy.
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ESL
October has been a busy month for ESL. The younger students have covered a lot of vocabulary,
ranging from vegetables to sea creatures, with an emphasis on knowing the beginning letters of the
words. Everyone already knew about sharks.
The older students have continued with an emphasis on reading comprehension. Cause and effect is
the primary focus of our readings, but we also introduce new vocabulary and discuss the sequence
of events of the stories that we read.

